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Abstract—There are many organizations interested in sharing
data with others, and they can do this only if a secure platform
is available. Such platforms, often referred to as Digital Data
Marketplaces (DDMs), require that all of the transactions follow
the agreements which are established by the participating organi-
zations. However, translating high-level sharing policies and setting
up such an infrastructure is still a big challenge.

Our work shows that containers and overlay networks can be
deployed to construct a sharing platform considering security and
performance aspects. We introduce an architecture for handling
sharing requests in a container-based platform with focusing
on improving security. We define three container connectivity:
Overlay per DDM, Overlay per request, and Overlay per group.
Our security analysis shows that the method ”Overlay per request”
is more secure against cross-container attacks. In terms of the time
taken to complete the sharing requests, the difference between
methods is small.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data sharing is becoming increasingly important in science
as well as in industry. Combining shared data allows for richer
analysis and deeper insights, such as in many Machine Learning
applications. This can only be achieved if this exchange fulfills
the desired level of privacy and security of each participating
party.

Examples with which we are familiar are in the health and
logistics domains [13], [34]: in the first case, personalized
medicine requires input from multiple care providers about an
individual while maintaining privacy; in the second, efficient
transport of goods relies on real-time data and correlation be-
tween different logistics organizations, while avoiding exposure
of information that can be exploited by competitors.

Sharing data via a secure platform relies on agreed-upon
sharing policies that determine who can access what and how.
Only if the platform strictly enforces their sharing policies will
organizations trust to share their data on it.

Digital Data Marketplaces (DDMs) aim to meet this demand,
and significant research efforts are ongoing at the moment to
develop DDM prototypes [34].

In general, the participating organizations in a DDM can
share two kinds of resources: software and data [19], [33].
The major consideration in a DDM is that all of the trans-
actions between algorithm suppliers and data suppliers and
their customers have to be done based on the pre-established

policies [23], [24]. These policies should be deployed when
digital resources are being shared. We call them DDM policies
in the rest of this paper. However, architectures for secure data-
sharing platforms and methods for enforcing these high-level
policies in the infrastructure in practice are still a matter of
research.

Our contribution to the DDM development efforts focuses
on the mechanisms for DDM policy enforcement in the infras-
tructure. To achieve this goal, we propose to use containeriza-
tion [3]. More specifically we propose to use overlay networks
to provide the connection between containers and at the same
time provide isolation between sharing requests by deploying
the appropriate network configuration [11], [14].

Containers are a lightweight virtualization solution that
shares the OS kernel. Unlike virtual machines (VMs), they
have better resource utilization and are easier and faster to
deploy. In a container-based data sharing platform, containers
are acting on behalf of participating parties. Therefore, each
sharing request consists of a number of containers (depending
on the number of participating parties) that are connected
together for performing sharing transactions. However, due
to lack of isolation in container-based setups, in a sharing
environment constructed from containers, data confidentiality is
at risk. Providing more isolation in a container-based network
will decrease the probability of specific kinds of attacks and
this will improve network security [31]. There are two types of
isolation that should be provided in a container-based network:
1) isolation between containers and their host and 2) isolation
between containers themselves. Multiple studies have been
done with the focus of bringing isolation between containers
and their host suggesting hardware and software solutions
by utilizing Linux kernel security modules [9], [17], [25].
However, there lacks an in-depth study of providing isolation
between containers themselves, which is of prime importance
for improving security especially in a data sharing platform. In
fact, lack of isolation between containers of sharing requests
may lead to different kinds of attacks between containers like
ARP spoofing or MAC flooding that will affect the shared
data confidentiality [22], [26]. In this paper, we define different
possible container connectivity types in a container-based DDM
with the goal of improving security by controlling cross-
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container connectivity and providing isolation between sharing
requests.

To this end, by utilizing the proposed architecture, we
implement three different overlay setup methods according to
container connectivity types and study how they provide iso-
lation and consequently security between containers of sharing
requests. We also take the performance of each overlay setup
into consideration by measuring the required time to complete a
sharing request in each method. Trade-offs between security and
performance mean that selecting the best overlay setup method
highly depends on specific requirements in each DDM and their
relative importance.

More specifically, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We present a container-based architecture for data sharing

infrastructure that can translate high-level DDM policies
to respective network configurations and run data sharing
requests in practice.

• We present three methods for bringing container connec-
tivity in the proposed architecture with the goal of improv-
ing security with higher isolation between containers of
sharing requests. The presented methods are implemented
by container overlays and are called Overlay per DDM,
Overlay per request, and Overlay per group.

• We study the security aspects of the proposed methods
with respect to how they are secure against the cross-
container type of attacks. In addition, we present a per-
formance evaluation regarding the time taken to complete
a sharing request.

II. DDM POLICIES

The most important part of a secure data sharing platform
is the collection of DDM policies that set the permission and
prohibition rules related to a specific object in a specific loca-
tion. In a data sharing platform, all of the sharing transactions
have to adhere to these established policies to enable secure
digital collaboration. Therefore, in a secure DDM, automatic
handling of users’ requests based on sharing policies has to
be supported. This requires a general description model for
DDM policies that leads to a more straight-forward request
handling in infrastructure. We used and extended the Open
Digital Rights Language (ODRL) to describe these sharing rules
between participating organizations as presented in [29].

Fig. 1 shows examples of policies that can be defined in
a DDM. In a specific scenario the transmission of a digital
object with specific functionality (software or data) to a specific
location is determined, and corresponding policies can be
formulated permitting exactly this scenario. Type A policies
describe processing a data set using software with two parties
involved. The policies differ with respect to which organization
supplies the data, which organization supplies the software,
and which organization controls execution. For example, in the
”Software as a Service” scenario, organization A supplies data
to organization B, which processes it using its own software,
and sends the result back to organization A. The corresponding
policy would then authorize exactly those communications,

Fig. 1: Examples of DDM policies in two Types A: with two
parties involved and B: with two parties and a TTP involved

and no others. Note that the ”Private Operation” policy is
a degenerate case, in which no exchange takes place or is
permitted.

Type B policies involve two parties supplying data and
software to be combined, but now there is a trusted third party
(TTP) controlling execution. Corresponding policies may be
constructed in a similar fashion as for Type A.

While DDM policies describe agreements between parties,
each party in a DDM can define a desired service from the
DDM as a sharing request. A sharing request can also be
defined in the same format of DDM policies in terms of
participating parties and the requested flow of software or
input. The request can be raised by one user of a participating
organization in a DDM, requesting to transfer data or software
for producing and using an output.

III. CONTAINER-BASED DDM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 2 shows the proposed architecture for constructing a
container-based DDM in which DDM policies will be translated
to deployable network configurations and running sharing re-
quests will feasible by creating requests’ containers and setting
up the connection between them by means of overlay setup. The
main building blocks of the container-based DDM architecture
are:

DDM Policy matching module: A sharing request needs
to be matched with one of the pre-established DDM policies
that are described by ODRL in a DDM. In the policy matching
module, when a sharing request comes in, the module searches
for a policy that is matched with the requested sharing scenario.
If a match is found, the request will be authorized to be
executed on the infrastructure and sent to the request handler.
Otherwise, the request will be rejected at this level.

Request Handler: Request handler is responsible for orches-
trating all of the required steps for running a sharing request: 1)
Creating the list of containers that should be created for running
the sharing request (Container setup) 2) Translating DDM
policies to network configuration (Network policy setup) 3)
Selecting the proper overlay setup for connecting the containers
together (Overlay setup) and 4) Managing the implementation
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Fig. 2: Container-based DDM architecture

of the container and policy network configuration on already
setup overlays (Request execution).

Overlay setup: In the proposed container-based DDM,
overlays provide the connection between containers. In fact,
different types of connectivity between containers can be im-
plemented by means of overlays that lead to different levels
of isolation between sharing requests. In this work we propose
three overlay setups in a DDM that are described in section V.

Request translator: For implementing a DDM in practice,
the high-level described DDM policies and sharing requests
should be translated to the network configurations. Therefore,
after receiving a sharing request, its corresponding containers,
network policies, and traffic flow will be generated in the
Request translator. Fig. 3 shows an example of the traffic flow
of a sharing request between three organizations A, B, and C.

Fig. 3: A sharing request’s traffic flow

Request execution: After an overlay is set up, containers and
their corresponding policies are created on the overlay, and the
request is executed by sending traffic between containers based
on the requested traffic flow. Considering the request shown
in Fig.3, three containers will be created for this request, the
network policies will be deployed to allow required data transfer
and then data will be transferred between these containers
according to steps of traffic flow.

IV. CONTAINER CONNECTIVITY TYPES

With the goal of improving security in a DDM by isolating
sharing requests’ containers, different possible container con-

nectivity types in a DDM should be investigated. As a matter
of fact, with less connectivity comes a higher level of isolation
and consequently, the network will be more secure [31].

In this section, we define three different container connec-
tivity types in a DDM based on the network accessibility of a
container to other containers. We do this by considering that a
container’s network accessibility depends on overlay network
configuration and the method of allocating containers to the
overlay.

DDM connectivity (Fig. 4a): In this type of connectivity,
all of the containers are allocated to one overlay network and
therefore all of them are connected together. From a security
perspective, in this type, if for example a container of a request
of organization B is compromised (the white circle in the
center) all of the other containers in the DDM are at risk.
This type has the highest attack surface and the lowest level of
isolation between requests’ containers. However, this method
has low overhead in terms of network setup. For setting up a
DDM in this method just one overlay needs to be set up and
then the network will be ready to start sharing transactions.

Request connectivity (Fig. 4b): In this type, there is one
overlay for each single sharing request. Therefore, only the
containers related to the same request are in the same overlay.
As is shown in Fig. 4b, the connection between containers
is automatically limited by just being in the same overlay.
In this connectivity type, if a container is compromised, only
the containers that are related to that sharing request will
be affected. Therefore, this method has the highest level of
isolation.

However, in this type, one overlay has to be set up for each
single sharing request to connect its containers together. This
will lead to a substantial delay in setting up the network and
will negatively affect the time of completing a sharing request.
By increasing the number of sharing requests, this delay can
disrupt the network availability that in delay-sensitive requests
is not negligible.

Group connectivity (Fig. 4c): As an intermediate type
between the two previous ones, we define Group connectivity
type. In this type, the requests and their respective containers
will be assigned to different groups. Containers related to the
same group will be in the same overlay network. For grouping
the requests, we consider two characteristics:

• The set of participating organizations in the DDM: this
is the list of organizations in a DDM that are involved
in sharing transactions in a DDM. For example in Fig. 1,
there will be two lists of participating organizations. (A,
B) for sharing requests of Type A and (A, B, C) for sharing
requests of Type B.

• The owner of the request: this is the organization that
has submitted the request and will use the output of the
request. Referring back to the ”Sharing Results” scenario
in Fig. 1, organization A is the owner of the request
because it is using the output of the sharing transactions.

All sharing requests can be expressed with the same formalism,
as Group ((Set of participating parties), owner of request).
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(a) DDM Connectivity type:
all of the containers are con-
nected to each other.

(b) Request Connectivity type: containers of the same
request are connected to each other.

(c) Group Connectivity type: containers of the same group
are connected to each other.

Fig. 4: Three container connectivity types in a DDM

For example Group ((A,B),A) defines Two organizations A,
B are involved in sharing transactions and requests have been
submitted by organization A. Therefore, in a DDM with two
organizations A, B, and a TTP (organization C), four different
groups are defined. As is shown in Fig. 4c, organization A
requests’ containers are isolated from organization B requests’
containers. In this case, if a container is compromised (the
white circle) only the containers in the same group will be
affected, which means that the attack surface is less than the
DDM connectivity type. In addition, the number of overlay
networks that have to be set up matches the number of groups.
This leads to less delay in network setup time compared to the
Request connectivity type.

V. OVERLAY SETUP

Overlay setup plays an important role in providing this
isolation. In this section, we present the method of setting up
DDMs according to container connectivity types by means of
container overlays and explain the policy enforcement method
in each setup. In the following we focus on DDMs with
three participating organizations, but that this is just to show
the overall operations of the system and that the insights
are clearly applicable. In all setups, for constructing a DDM
with organizations A, B, and C, we consider three machines
acting as the organization’s node in the DDM. Containers of
each organization will be created on its own node. Note that
regardless of which organization has submitted the request,
containers act on behalf of participating organizations and will
be created on the organizations’ node.

1) Method 1: Overlay per DDM (Fig. 5a): This method
constructs the DDM according to the DDM connectivity type.
In this method, all of the containers related to different sharing
requests will be running inside one overlay network for the
whole DDM. For setting up this configuration, we created one
Kubernetes [7] cluster and connected all of the containers in the
cluster by a Calico overlay network [1]. We selected Calico as it
is deployable in most cloud environments in addition to being
an efficient and scalable container networking plugin that is
integrated with Kubernetes. Calico uses BGP for routing among
worker nodes. A Calico node contains two processes: Felix and
Bird. Felix programs host route tables and Bird is responsible
for route sharing among nodes [10]. After installing Calico, it

uses IP-in-IP for encapsulating container’s packets, which are
then routed by the host through a specific interface. With this
implementation all containers are connected to each other at
layer 3 and inside one overlay network.

Policy enforcement method: In this method, DDM policies
are enforced by Calico network policy rules. Calico filters the
traffic between containers by generating iptable rules in the
host machine of containers. Considering data flow in Fig. 3 as
an example, the policy rules of any request allows any traffic
according to request traffic flow (source and destination) and
forbids any traffic from any other container.

1

2 kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
3 metadata:
4 name: ’req1-from-org.A-to-org.B’
5 spec:
6 selector: id.container == ’org.A’
7 types:
8 - Egress
9 egress:

10 - action: Allow
11 destination:
12 selector: id.pod == ’org.B’
13 ---
14 kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
15 metadata:
16 name: ’req1-to-org.B-from-org.A’
17 spec:
18 selector: id.container == ’org.B’
19 types:
20 - Ingress
21 ingress:
22 - action: Allow
23 source:
24 selector: id.pod == ’org.A’

Listing 1: An example of Calico network policy
that allows traffic from container org.A to container
org.B related to request1.

Listing 1 shows an example of Calico network policy deployed
for ”Sharing Results” scenario in Fig. 1. It allows any traffic
from a container of organization A to a container of organiza-
tion B and forbids any other traffic to these two containers.

2) Method 2: Overlay per Request (Fig. 5b): In this method,
all of the connections are based on the Request connectivity
type. We used Docker Swarm cluster technology for implement-
ing this method as it is the available technology for running
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(a) Overlay per DDM network setup, one cluster consisting of three
virtual machine

(b) Overlay per Request network setup, one cluster consisting of three
virtual machines

(c) Overlay per Group network setup, four clusters consisting of one or
two virtual machines

Fig. 5: Overlay network setup in a DDM

multiple overlays between the same nodes in one cluster [12],
[18]. We first create a specific overlay for each request and then
create related containers inside that overlay network. Therefore,
there is one specific bridge for each requests’ container in each
host, and containers of different requests are not connected to
each other. Fig. 5b shows that as an example four different
overlay networks have been created for running four sharing
requests in DDM. Docker Swarm uses VXLAN for packet
encapsulation in overlay.

Policy enforcement method: DDM policies are enforced by
separating sharing requests via one overlay per request. In fact,
defining firewalling rules between containers is not possible
and the connection should be confined by overlays. Unlike in
the overlay per DDM method, where containers are connected
to each other in the network layer but traffic is controlled by
filtering rules, in this method there is no network connectivity
between containers of two different requests.

3) Method 3: Overlay per Group (Fig. 5c): This method
implements the Group connectivity type. A separate overlay is
created for each group and the traffic of requests’ containers
of each group should be filtered by network filtering rules. We
could not use Swarm as it can not implement the filtering rules
between containers of a group. Therefore, we used Kubernetes.
Considering the four groups that are needed for constructing a
DDM with two participating organizations and one other orga-
nization as a TTP, we need four overlay networks. As we can
just create one overlay in each Kubernetes cluster, we created
four Kubernetes clusters, one for each group. Depending on the
participating organizations, two or three virtual machines are
involved in each cluster. We used Calico as overlay technology
in each cluster. As a result, all of the containers related to the

same group are connected via one overlay network, but there
is no connection between the containers in different groups.

Policy enforcement method: Policy enforcement in this
method is implemented using Calico network policies. We
define the Calico network policy based on DDM policies and
the permitted traffic flow of a request for containers inside a
group.

VI. SECURITY

In a sharing transaction three main aspects of security should
be provided in a DDM.

Availability: All of the resources should be available for
running authorized sharing transactions by organizations. In
other words, during running multiple sharing requests at the
same or different hosts, all of the related containers should be
available for any kind of legitimate traffic transmission.

Confidentiality: Access to unauthorized data should be
forbidden. When a container is compromised it may be able
to have access to unauthorized data related to another request
that is stored in the host machine.

Integrity: An organization that is not authorized should
not be able to change data. This can be violated when a
compromised container can have access to data related to other
organizations and stored in the host machine.

[31] provides a clear classification of kinds of attacks
that can happen in a container-based platform: application to
container, host to container, container to host, and container to
container. Given our focus in this research, we consider only
the container-to-container attack type; the other three types of
attacks are out of scope of this paper.

In Container to container kind of attacks a compromised
container executing a request in a DDM attacks containers of
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TABLE I: Cross-container attack analysis of method 1(Overlay per DDM), method 2(Overlay per request), and method 3(Overlay per group)

Attack Type Attack Scenario Security

Method1 Method2 Method3

ARP Spoofing The compromised container can have access to all unauthorized data sets which are related to other requests High High High

Malware Spread A malicious container may spread a malware across container that is connected to Low High Medium

L3 DoS Attack A compromised container might flood the other container related to another request at layer 3 by ping of death or ICMP flooding Low High Medium

Application DoS Attack A compromised container might flood the other container related to another request at application layer by SYN flood or HTTP flood High High High

other sharing requests. Other containers can be in the same
or in different hosts. We classify the container to container
attacks that are presented in [31] to three main possible attack
scenarios:

ARP Spoofing: A compromised request’s container may
gain access to confidential data via a ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol) spoofing attack on other requests’ containers. Method
1 is secure against this kind of attack because Calico makes the
connection between containers on layer 3 and therefore, ARP
spoofing can not happen [16]. This is also true about method
3, as it also uses Calico. In method 2 as the containers are
connected to different bridges and they are not in the same
local area network, ARP spoofing can not happen between
them. Therefore, these three methods are all secure against ARP
Spoofing.

Malware Spread: A malicious container may spread mal-
ware across multiple containers that are connected to it. This is
an east-west traffic that may not be detected by network policies
because there is no detection of the content of transferred data
among containers. In this type of attack, all of the containers
that are connected to the malicious container are at risk and
the confidentiality and even integrity of DDM is affected.
Comparing the three different methods, as there is no network
connection between each two request’s containers in method
2, it can provide more security than method 1. As in method
3 containers are distributed in groups, its security against this
kind of attack is higher than method 1 and lower than method
2.

Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks: In DoS attacks in a
container-based infrastructure, a compromised container can
send a huge amount of traffic to other containers, interrupt
their service, and affect the availability of DDM. We classify
possible DoS attacks into two categories of ”L3 DoS attacks”
and ”Application layer DoS attacks”.

In L3 DoS attacks, for example, a malicious container
overwhelms the other container by sending a large number
of echo-requests to affect its functionality. The isolation level
between containers of different requests plays a major role in
mitigating this kind of attack. As there is no network connection
between different requests’ containers in method 2, it is the
most secure method comparing to two other methods. However,
in method 1 containers are all connected together and it does
not have a mechanism for mitigating this kind of attack. Method
3 is more secure than method 1. It takes advantage of the
distribution of requests between different overlay groups and

this will decrease the number of requests that may be affected
by this kind of attack.

In application layer DoS attacks, due to the fact that in the
current setup of all methods, no session can be established
between containers of different requests all of the methods are
secure.

Table I summarizes the security analysis of proposed meth-
ods. It shows the degree of security of each method. We
defined high, medium and low as qualitative metrics where high
means more protection against the attack considered. Method 2
provides the most security against all kinds of attacks, because
setting up an overlay network for every single request increases
cross-container isolation between different requests’ containers.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the performance of the proposed
methods by measuring the time taken to complete a sharing
request in each method.

A. Experiment settings
Hardware specification: Our experiments were performed

on three servers, connected by 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Each server
is equipped with a dual 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2690 2.9GHz
processor and 8GB memory.

Software specification: We used Ubuntu 18.04 and Linux
kernel 4.15.0 as the host OS, Docker Community Edition 18.09,
Kubernetes 1.18 for managing containers, and Calico version
3.8 to implement the overlay networks.

We performed a number of experiments aimed at assessing
the times required to complete a request in the proposed
methods. In each experiment, we first selected the type of
requests, either Type A or Type B based on the pattern shown in
Fig. 1. We then, simultaneously, submitted a group of requests
consisting of a mix of sharing scenarios from the chosen type.
Following group sizes are considered:

group size ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}

Each sharing request consists of two main steps: 1) setting
up the network, and 2) transferring the shared data based on the
request’s traffic flow. We measured the average network setup
time, the average transfer time, and finally the average total time
for completing a request. We repeated every experiment three
times to ensure consistency of the results. For every repeat,
the mean of the quantity of interest was calculated across the
group of requests. In the plots the mean and standard deviation
of these means is shown.
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Setting up the network in methods 1 and 3 involves creating
the request’s containers and deploying the network policies
between them. In method 2, an overlay is established for each
request and the request’s containers are then allocated to the
overlay. Next, the shared data transfer is executed by sending 1
GByte traffic for each traffic flow of the request using iperf3 [5].

B. Experiment results
• Setup time: Fig. 6 shows the average setup time of each

request. Setup time increases in all three methods with
increasing number of requests. Method 2 has the largest
setup time and method 3 has the smallest. Note that in our
experimental setup, in method 3 two clusters are used and
half of the group size is running in each cluster. Therefore,
setup time of method 3 should be compared to the setup
time of method 1 at half the group size. For example, setup
time of 40 requests in method 3 is almost equal to setup
time of 20 requests of method 1.
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Fig. 6: Network setup time as a function of the number of
requests for the three methods. Setting up an overlay network
(green) takes more time than configuring traffic filters (blue)
within an existing overlay network. Using one overlay per group
is fastest, but most of the apparent difference is due to having
more resources available (see main text).

• Transfer time: Fig. 7 shows the average transfer time.
Transfer time in Type B is larger than Type A for all
methods. That is because of the difference between the
number of transactions in requests of Type A (1.43 on
average) and requests of Type B (3). As for the setup time,
method 3 is faster than method 1, however, it has more
resources available.
These performance results differ between requests of Type
A and Type B. Also, for Type A and method 2, transfer
time decreases with increasing group size, which is unex-
pected. For Type B, a decrease relative to method 1 is also
visible for larger group sizes.
To investigate this further we plot the exact transfer time
of each individual request for different group sizes for both
type A and type B of Method 2 (Fig. 9). When increasing
the number of requests and having more containers to set
up at the same time, the average setup time increases, as
was shown in Fig. 6. As the group size becomes larger
more requests are running in parallel, which increases
resource contention and slows down the requests.

For Type A (Fig. 9, top row), less data is transferred and
the transfer step is shorter. As result the cluster spends
more time in setting up and shutting down the networks.
Therefore, the requests are scattered in time, which leads
to fewer transfers running in parallel and lower average
transfer time. This effect becomes larger for larger group
sizes and it explains the decrease of transfer time for Type
A groups over 30.
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Fig. 7: Transfer time as a function of the number of requests in
three methods. A separate overlay network per request appears
to be much faster than using a single network, but is mostly
a result of the requests being scheduled differently. See Fig. 9
and the text.

• Total time: Fig. 8 shows the average total time of complet-
ing a request. The overall time for Type B is more than
Type A in all methods. For Type A, average total time
in method 2 is less than method 1, whereas for Type B
method 1 is faster. In both types of requests method 3 is
taking less time, and roughly half of the time of method
1, that is due to the fact that it has more resources.
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Fig. 8: Total time to complete a request as a function of the
number of requests in three methods. For Type A requests, an
overlay per request was measured to be faster, due mainly to the
way the requests were scheduled here. The results for Type B
are more representative, and show that an overlay per request
is slower than using a single overlay network for the whole
DDM. Overlay per group is on par with overlay per DDM
when resource differences are taken into account.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section we will discuss in more detail the implications
of our findings. We are particularly interested in how the three
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Fig. 9: Transfer time of each request for Method 2 and different group sizes, for Type A (top row) and Type B (bottom row).
The requests are submitted at time zero. Each request’s bar starts when the setup step of the request is done and the transfer step
starts, and ends when the transfer finishes. For large group sizes (rightmost plots), there is on average less overlap between the
requests, causing them to complete more quickly. The total time required to execute all requests is still larger for larger groups
of requests. The effect is much stronger for Type A (top row) than for Type B (bottom row) requests.

methods compare with respect to security and performance, so
an optimal setup can be chosen when implementing a DDM.
For Type A, in our experiment method 2 was faster than the
other methods. However, our results indicate that this may be
partially caused by the Swarm scheduler, and more research is
needed into the scheduling behaviour of Kubernetes and Swarm
to see how this affects performance for this use case. For Type
B, method 2 is slightly slower than the others, and this can be
considered as a more general result.

While method 2 is the slowest method, it is also the most
secure one. Method 1 is the fastest but the least secure, and
method 3 is in between from both perspectives. In general, the
performance difference between methods is small however, so
in most cases method 2 will be preferred.

The presented experiments show the performance of the
proposed methods when the system is under pressure. In a real-
world system, loads will vary with time. In these experiments,
all of the requests arrived at the same time, which can be
considered as a worst-case scenario. However, the results are
consistent across different load levels which suggest that the
conclusions will hold for lower load levels as well.

IX. RELATED WORK

We expect the adoption of DDMs to increase in the coming
years. The research and efforts to arrive at working platforms
are ongoing. Several initiatives tackle the problem to establish
the contracts between parties. For example in the Dutch logis-
tics sector, which we are familiar with, has defined iSHARE [6].
iSHARE is a uniform set of agreements for identification,

authentication, and authorization to share the logistics data in
a safe and controlled fashion. This system can be used by all
parties which have activity in the logistics sector. However,
efforts like this do not define, as we do, an effective architecture
for deploying the contracts and agreements in infrastructure
to make a DDM work in practice, by using container overlay
networks.

In regard to the evaluation of overlay technologies’ per-
formance there is a number of previous studies that have
provided us with guidelines. The authors in [21] investigated the
possibility of deploying Osmotic Computing environments in
order to deploy distributed microservices among Cloud, Edge,
and IoT devices. In particular, they deployed two different
microservices: FTP and CoAP inside Docker containers orches-
trating by Kubernetes. In order to find the best overlay solution,
they performed scalability analysis on four different network
overlays: OVN [15], Calico, Weave [8], and Flannel [4]. [27]
proposes a solution for connecting containers utilizing EVPN
and ILA as overlay technologies. They study the performance of
Cilium/eBPF in network filtering. Authors in [30], evaluate the
scalability of Calico and Cilium [2] as two popular overlay tech-
nologies by measuring the network throughput with increasing
the number of containers and the number of deployed network
policies between containers. Finally, the work in [32] presents
a performance analysis of different methods of bringing the
network connectivity between containers including overlays. In
our work, we do consider these efforts and we move further to
identify the better-suited overlay setups depending in relation
to the data sharing request characteristics.
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Different methods have been studied for providing security
in docker containers. For example, [26] and [20] utilize Linux
Kernel security modules like Apparmor [9] and SELinux [17]
to enhance access control mechanism of the containers and
provide more protection of the host against a malicious con-
tainer. [25] studies a virtualized trusted platform (vTPM) in
a container-based architecture for protecting containers from a
malicious host. The main focus of these works is about limiting
the container’s ability to access the resources of the host but not
about the connection between containers in the network layer.

Authors in [22] discuss important security issues of Docker
containers and proposed solutions. They also propose an al-
gorithm to tackle Dos attack issues by limiting container
resources. [28] perform a comprehensive study about security
of docker containers and denotes the possible vulnerabilities
in docker containers and the available solutions in literature
works. It also specifically investigate the inter-container attacks
and suggest container network separation method as a solution,
however, no practical solution is presented. In this paper,
we focus on providing the network layer isolation between
containers by means of overlay setups specifically for data
sharing services in a DDM.

X. CONCLUSION

We propose in this paper a container-based Digital Data
Marketplace, and we introduce an architecture for implementing
sharing requests and deploying high-level DDM policies in
infrastructure. We studied the use of container overlay networks
for this application and how they affect the security and
performance of the network.

We propose three different methods for setting up overlay
networks between containers which provide different levels
of isolation. To evaluate each method, we study how they
are secure against cross-container network attacks. This work
shows that the ’Overlay per request’ method is more secure
than the other methods as it provides better isolation between
requests. We also compared the time required to complete
a sharing request between the methods. The three methods
perform similarly, although the ”Overlay per request” method
is slower than the others in larger type of requests.

Our future work will focus on building a more complete
DDM involving multiple sites and applications running across
the DDM using a cross-domain overlay network. We also want
to evaluate if a per-request selection of overlay setup meth-
ods can be more efficient while providing sufficient security.
Finally, we intend to investigate how dynamic programmable
network architectures can be used to improve system perfor-
mance and security.
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